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The Fabulous Fibonacci NumbersPrometheus Books, 2007
"...delightful...accessible to anyone who enjoys or enjoyed high school mathematics. Mathematics teachers from middle school through college will find this book fun to read and useful in the classroom. The authors consider more properties, relationships, and applications of the Fibonacci numbers than most other sources do...I enjoyed reading...
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Applying Design for Six Sigma to Software and Hardware SystemsPrentice Hall, 2009

	The Practical, Example-Rich Guide to Building Better Systems, Software, and Hardware with DFSS

	

	Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) offers engineers powerful opportunities to develop more successful systems, software, hardware, and processes. In Applying Design for Six Sigma to Software and Hardware Systems, two...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Learn Java for Android Development, Third Edition, is an update of a strong selling book that now includes a primer on Android app development (in Chapter 1 and Appendix C, which is distributed in the book’s code archive).  This book teaches programmers the essential Java language skills necessary for...
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The Basics of Digital Forensics: The Primer for Getting Started in Digital ForensicsSyngress Publishing, 2012

	The Basics of Digital Forensics provides a foundation for people new to the field of digital forensics. This book teaches you how to conduct examinations by explaining what digital forensics is, the methodologies used, key technical concepts and the tools needed to perform examinations. Details on digital forensics for computers,...
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Cognitive Superiority: Information to PowerSpringer, 2020

	
		In a world of accelerating unending change, perpetual surveillance, and increasing connectivity, conflict has become ever more complex. Wars are no longer limited to the traditional military conflict domains?land, sea, air; even space and cyber space. The new battlefield will be the cognitive domain and the new conflict a larger...
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Fundamentals of Logic Design (with Companion CD-ROM)CL-Engineering, 2009

	After studying this text, you should be able to apply switching theory to the solution of
	logic design problems.This means that you will learn both the basic theory of switching
	circuits and how to apply it. After a brief introduction, you will study Boolean algebra,
	which is the basic mathematical tool needed to analyze and synthesize...
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Succeeding with Open SourceAddison Wesley, 2004
Much like Odysseus—who had to negotiate perils between Scylla and Charybdis—IT managers face daunting challenges. On one side, there is relentless pressure to cut costs. On the other lies an unending demand for innovative solutions. However, unlike Odysseus, IT managers must not simply avoid either fate: Instead, they must fulfill both...
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Tab Electronics Guide to Understanding Electricity and ElectronicsMcGraw-Hill, 2000

	When I was 10 years old, I purchased an introductory electronics book at a local pharmacy. I cherished this book because I knew it contained marvelous and fascinating knowledge about electronics—an awesome, mysterious, and exciting field that was to become the literal foundation of the next step in human progress. Unfortunately, after...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Android development is hot, and many programmers are interested in joining the fun. However, because this technology is based on Java, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundational APIs to improve your chances of succeeding as an Android app developer. After all, you will be busy learning the architecture of...
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Americans at Work: A Cultural Guide to the Can-Do PeopleIntercultural Press, 2004
Whether you work with Americans face-to-face, communicate with them via telephone or e-mail, or interact together in a virtual team, this book reveals the subtle and not-so-subtle aspects of American culture in the workplace.

Best-selling author Craig Storti provides historical perspectives and explanations of the six most important...
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New Programmer's Survival Manual: Navigate Your Workplace, Cube Farm, or Startup (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		It's your first day on the new job. You've got the programming chops, you're up on the latest tech, you're sitting at your workstation... now what? New Programmer's Survival Manual gives your career the jolt it needs to get going: essential industry skills to help you apply your raw programming talent and...
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Disciplined Agile Delivery: A Practitioner's Guide to Agile Software Delivery in the Enterprise (IBM Press)IBM Press, 2012

	Master IBM’s Breakthrough DAD Process Framework for Succeeding with Agile in Large, Complex, Mission-Critical IT Projects


	 


	It is widely recognized that moving from traditional to agile approaches to build software solutions is a critical...
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